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Will Petition Reach Academic Council? 
I 
See Editorial Page 
ELLESLEY NE 
Vol. LX 
Star Black strikes an underwater pose, as "The Beat Goes On .•. " 
The Swim Club show will be presented Fri. and Sat., March 10 and 11, 
at 8 p.m. in the Recreation Building. Admission is $.75. The beat shifts 
from that of a Beethoven sonata to that of electric music, and the twelve 
numbers reflect a corresponding variation in mood, style, speed of exe. 
cution and lighting. 
MARCH 9, 1967 No. 20 
Dartmouth's Seminars Promote 
Social and Intellectual Exchange 
hy Katlty Thomas '69 
a11d lo11 Carter '69 
"Is it a mixer? Is it a convention? ls it a ha ppcning?" No, it was the "Great Day" at Dart· 
month last Saturday. This seminar plus social activities-type program may well join mixers, blind 
dates. Operation Match, and freaks of nature on the list of "basic ways to meet boys when at a girls' 
school." 
Six hundred and fifty to seven hundred students from Dartmouth, Colby, Mt. Holyoke, Smith 
and Wellesley met Saturday afternoon for discussions on books ranging from Plato to Albee, followed 
by dinner and a wide variety of social activities including dancing. a hockey game. and movies. Mary 
Murtaugh '69 and fellow folk singers entertained at the Top of the Hop. 
Sueressful Vt>ntur~ 
The entire program was organized by Dartmouth. with individuals from each campus to pub-
licize and to sign up participants. Wellesley's coordinators were Dorothy Dubose and Shannon Smith, 
both '69. About 75 Wellesley girls paid $7 each to cover tran-;portation and dinner. Susses left Founders 
at 9:45 a.m. and returned at 12:30 and I :30 that night. 
Shannon reported that the venturi: was basically successful-successful ~nough to think about 
having a similar "day" at W<'llc-s-
ley. Harvard has bec>n contacted, 
but "did not seem to be crazy 
about the idea-they couldn't sec-
a real need for it in their situa-
tion." Amherst and Wesleyan arc 
now being considered. 
The Privacy Barrier 
Questions concerning th<.' suc-
cess of the Dartmouth Seminars 
have elicited a number of varicd 
responses. "Our group had trouble 
overcoming the privacy barrier,'' 
acknowledged on<.' student. "Our 
topic was quite personal and it 
took quite a while for participants 
to relax .. . and really say what 
they Celt. 
Co-op Dorms at Smith, 'Cliffe 
ScoreHousekeeping Successes 
by A m1e Carlt'r '69 
Inspire>d by cooperativl' housing 
programs at Smith and Raclcliffe, 
a group of students has n·cently 
investigated th<' possibilities of co-
operative living on Wellesley'" 
campus. Although they have not 
yet made much imp!'('ssion on the 
authorities, a co-op remains one 
solution to what many believe ls 
overly f,irmal anrl isolating about 
dormitory living. 
cleaning the main rooms. tele-
phone and door duty, and making 
Sunday brC'akCast. Work amounts 
to about five or six hours p<.>r week 
per student. Ther<' wer<.' few pro-
bl<'ms with students who shirked 
their jobs, since the 25 members 
could <.'xcrt a "certain amount of 
social pressure" on C'ach other. 
Smlth'K Co·o1> 
NFL States Position on Viet Nam 
The basic principles behind a co-
op house are a much grc-atc-r parti-
cipation in ils running, a greater 
opportunity for intellectual inter-
change, and a less compartmenta-
lized existence. Many colleges have 
instituted co-ops for scholarship 
students, since operating costs arc 
far less if students do their own 
housekeeping. The Wcllc-slcy pro. 
posal, however, is for a small 
dorm or ahout 30 people who woulrl 
pref Pr thl' kind of atmosphere- that 
the co-op cr<'ates, rc-garclless of 
financial status. 
The Smith co-op is smallcr thnn 
the one at Radcliffe, with 16 mem-
bers. The house is on the Smith 
campus, and is owned by the col-
lege, which also provides the house-
mother and workmc-n to carry out 
repairs and do the heavy work, 
such as scrubbing the kitchen 
floors and attending the furnace. 
Like Rndcliffc, the college pays for 
the co-op's electricity and heat. 
Ed. note: In early February, the 
Oberlin Southeast Asia Program 
aent Alexander Jaek and Dalton 
Shlpway to Viet Nam for a sem-
ester to report on the war to 
American college newspapers. 
TravelinJ;' to the ca1)itals of 
Europe, and rontinuinl:' east 
through India, ,Jll('k and Shlpway 
arrived in Cambodia to await final 
permission to enter North '\'il't 
Nam !or first-hand reporting from 
Hanoi. 
Having spent hl'I junior yc•ar in 
India, Jack Is a i;enlor ph1Jo,,01•h~ 
major at Oberlin College :ind a 
former managin1' editor of the 
Oberlin Review. Shipway i<; a Cnn· 
adlan gradu:ite stud('nt in c·om· 
munlcations and polllkaJ S<"ien<·e 
born Boston University. 
In the roming months News will 
publish artlrle., b~ ,Ja<'k and Ship-
wa~· about '\'ict ~am. Thf" follow-
ing nrtlrle i ba'it>d on Alexandt>r 
.Jack's report of his intrrvicw at 
the National Liberation Front'!> 
Prague headquarters, with Pham 
Van Chuong, NLF Liberation Press 
Agcney correspondent. 
hy Alexa11d<!r lt1ck, corr<!sponde111 
Oberli11 Sou1/ieas1 Asia Prowam 
Prague-Describing Vietnamese 
awareness of American student 
war protests, Pham Van Chuong 
explained that the Vietnamese Col· 
low closely the draft resistance 
movement, teach-ins and associated 
events, particularly those at Ber-
keley and Ann Arbor. "Not all 
Vietnamese know yet what SOS 
(Students for a Democratic So-
ciety) is,'' Pham commented, "but 
virtually au know the name or 
Norman Morrison." Morrison burn-
ed himsc-lf to death before the 
Pentagon to protest American for-
eign policy .. 
Pham acknowledged receh·ing 
medical supplies anq money from 
Americans who participated in a 
Quaker Action Group project last 
October. The project sent equal 
amounts of aid to North Viet Nam 
South Viet Nam, and the NLF'. 
The supplies and money were for· 
warded directly to the NLF Health 
Service, Pham reported. "We high· 
ly value these gifts," he said, "not 
because of the material value. but 
more importantly because of the 
feelings behind them." 
U.S. Pre-;s 
Conccrning the American prcss's 
presentation of the NLF's position 
in South Viet Nam and the nature 
of the wur, Pham s~id. "The es-
tablishcd press failcrl for a long 
time to gi\'C a fair \'iew or the 
situation: but step by stc>p, undcr 
pressure Crom th<.' public ... the 
press hns re>flected lo a certain 
extent the situation as it really is." 
In Pham's view, anci that of 
several \'!estern observers recently 
returnerl frc1m Hanoi, the situation 
in both North and South ViC"t Nam 
is much worse than Salisbury's 
articles indicate. Both North Viet-
namese and NLF contend that 
America is waging a strategic 
policy or terrorizing civilians 
through massive bombardment. 
The substantial civilian casualties 
are not merely the side effects of 
tactical military operations as the 
Times' dispatches suggested. 
Toxic Chemi<'als 
On chemical and bacteriological 
warfare, Pham stated emphatical· 
Jy, the U.S. public does not fully 
realize that napalm "is directed 
not against steel and concrete as 
President Johnson says, but is de-
signed to burn human flesh." The 
NLF estimates that since 1961, 
America has napalmc>d 1000 \"ii· 
lages in the South. 
Also pRrticularly disturbing to 
the NLF is the use of gas by 
American marines. Quoting a re-
cent appeal to President Johnson 
by American sci<.'ntist stating 
that gaseous compounds usc>d in 
Viet Nam arc lethal. an NLF pam-
phlet declares: "Running short of 
arguments, the U.S. administration 
has given the lam<' explanation 
thal chemical weapons are mor<.' 
'human' than convc-ntional oncs. 
What humanitarianism! Isn't it of 
the same kine! as Hitler's, who 
sent millions of Jew and p.ltriots 
from occupied European countries 
to gas chambc-rs to clie 'without 
pa.in.'" 
\Var Crimes 
The U.S. military and the Saigon 
gov<.'rnmcnt have accused the NLF 
of war crimes and larg<'-scal<' kr-
rorizing of the local population. 
Asked t0 elaborate on th<.'se ch<1r-
ges, Pham d<.'clarc-cl · "SinC<' the 
war is bC"ing wagcd on South Vicl-
name>se soil, of course> South Viet-
namese are most likely to lall 
victims of hostiliti<.'S. In military 
actions, civilians are also killed 
by our forces. This is regrettable." 
In regard to reports of NLF 
assac;sinations of "village heads-
men,'' Pham ackowledged that 
NLF forces have conducted ex-
ecutions of local officials. However, 
he underlines, these personnel were 
"cruel agents of the Americans." 
Supr<.'me punishment is inflicted, 
he insisted, only at the "public de-
mand of local Vietnamese.'' 
Another Lldlce 
Pham contended that the U.S. 
military's "scorcher-earth techni· 
ques," "free-bombing z on cs," 
"white areas," nnd "sweeps" are 
euphemisms for the mass-murder 
of Vietnamese civilians friendly to 
the NLF. 
The Fronts Prague headquarters 
compares the destruclion of Viet-
namese villages to the genocidal 
leveling of the Czechoslovakian 
town of Lidice by the Nazis. In 
Continued on page six 
Pam Em<•rson of Raclcliffc-, \vho 
has Ileen a m<'mber of thC' 'Cliff\• 
co-op, outlin<'cl the way that it 
works there. The coli<.'g<' itself 
pays for th<.' rc-nt of thl• house. 
which startNI out as a single olcl 
builrling ancl grcw into thrc-1' mo-
dern co-ops, donated by an alumna. 
The collc>gC' n lso sup11lic-s a janitor 
nnc1 a maid who look after th<' cor-
ridors and c)('an stuc!Pnt rooms 
twice a yrar. 
• FP<''I and Jobs 
Apart from this, the students 
work and run th<' house-. Each stu-
dent pays a "staples fc>c>" of 50c 
per day, •A:hich provides hl'r with 
l~rce glassc:>s of milk, :in egg, hrl'ml 
sugar, coffl'<.', peanut hut tc-r and 
jc>lly. Lunchcs and clinnc-rs arc 
pairl for separately. 
Each student cooks or washes 
once a week. A kitchcn chairman 
is in chargc of purchasing and 
billing, ancl a work chairman as· 
signs the other jobs, which include 
Mrs. Darry Phillips. who was a 
m<.>mber, described the way that 
the- Smith co-op was organizc>d. 
Students pay about hulf the usual 
room and board fl'<' to an elected 
treasur<'r at the beginning of the 
scmest<'r. A "stewardess" is re-
spcmsible> for buying the food, 
either wholc-sal<' through the col-
lcg<', or from a local grocery store. 
The stewardcss recei\'es free room 
and board, in return for organis-
ing the work schedule of the hous<' 
and allotting the food money. 
Dates and Piua. 
As nt Rndcliffl'. the students 
work in teams of two, cach stu-
dc>nt putting in about fin' hours a 
week. Major spring-cleans take 
place twice a ye>ar, ancl all me>m· 
hcri help, aid<'d by dates and 
pizza. 
The kinrl of co-op the group of 
sluclrnts at \\'ell<'sley proposc-s 
wouln follow the same basic pat-
t<-rn. They would suggest a faculty 
mc-mhcr as a housc-mothc-r. Thc•y 
put a hea\-y <.'mphasis on thP d•>m1 
itse?lf :is a center for discussion arid 
debat<.', providing a more stimuiat-
ing atmosphere than in the pre· 
sent dorms. 
CG Issues Censure Statement~ 
by l .ee Ma11hew '68 
First on the agenda of last 
Thursday's meeting was discussion 
of a proposed statement censuring 
past National Student Association 
relations with the CIA. 
Several sophomore Senate reps 
reported that large majorities of 
their dorms opposed censuring the 
relationships, a surprising develop-
ment in view of the preceding 
Thursday's student meeting which 
had drafted Senate's proposed 
statement. 
These reports meant that Senate 
could not sign the statement in the 
name of the student body. So, 
Senate decided to send NSA the 
statment in its own name. signed 
by Debbie Davis '67, CG president, 
and by Jane Oliver '68, NSA rep. 
(This letter is reprinted on p. 2. l 
The letter will be sent to na-
tional and regional NSA offices, to 
the CIA, to selected newspapN-s 
and to several Congressmen. 
Stay or L<'ave? 
A proposed third part of lhP 
statement deals with the contin-
gency of Wellesley's continued af· 
filiation with NSA. Scnate post-
poned discussion of this third part 
until its next meeting, Wednesday, 
Contifllled on page eight 
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Apathetic Council Letters: A Proposal, A Reply 
As News goes to press, notes are being sent 
to the Faculty cancelling Academic Council's 
March meeting - for lack of topics to discuss. 
We are appalled. Why such flagrant unconcern 
with the urgent, important iss'!es raised by the 
SEC-News petition, addressed specifically to 
Academic Council, and with the forum on distri-
bution requirements? 
We believe these topics merit Academic Coun-
cil's discussion. We strongly urge faculty members 
to call for a reinstatement of Council's meeting on 
March 16. 
Ad-Hoc Review Committee 
The time for a thorough and total reappraisal 
of the present educational system at Wellesley is 
now. Since Curriculum Committee's statutory po-
wers do not include responsibility for major revi-
sions of the educational framework, News urges 
that Academic Council establish at its next 
(March ?) meeting a spedal ad hoc Review Com-
mittee empowered to conduct 'the necessary re-
evaluation. We suggest either the president or the 
dean of the College chair the committee, and that 
it be further composed of three faculty members, 
elected by Academic Council, and three student 
members. 
It is of utmost importance that students be re-
presented on this committee. Although curricular 
policy has always been a vital concern of students, 
curriculum changes have, in the past, been present-
ed to students as faits accomplis. Students have 
had the option of criticizing these chances ex post 
facto, but they have not been given the responsi-
bility of participating in the review process. Stu-
dents should be pennitted this second, more posi-
tive option. We sug~est that students be represent-
ed on the R eview Committee by the elected heads 
of the three major college organizations: Senate, 
SEC. and News. 
We would also advance, at this time, specific 
proposals for revision qf the curriculum. 
Distribution Requirem ents 
We propose, once a1?ain, that distribution re-
quirements be reduced to two units in each of 
three orPns : h1Jmanities, social studies and sci-
ences. We realize such a radical reduction of dis-
tribution requirements would be impossible to in- · 
stitute in a short period of time. An abrupt reduc-
tion would affect departments by lessening the arti-
ficial demands placed on them by the present 
stringent requirements. Therefore, to avoid an im-
balance of students and faculty, allowance should 
be made for a period of retrenchment or expan-
sion bv departments to meet the new student de-
mands. 
However, marking time is no substitute for plan-
ning for the future - the latter should go with the 
former. In fact, some reduction might be instituted 
next year. 
News further suggests that Academic Council 
consider abolishing required courses. It is incon-
sistent with Wellesley's philosophy of a broad, 
liber.al education (seep. 26 of the Catalogue) de-
signed to foster student initiative and responsibi-
lity, to single out a few courses and to require that 
all students ta1ce them. 
Abolishing required courses would entail the 
reclassification of the lecture courses to count for 
distribution requirements, placing them either in 
the fields of humanities or social sciences. 
Elmination of the Bible 104 requirement could 
be gradually instituted. For the present, we would 
suggest three temporary, interim measures : (1) 
that the Bible requirement be reduced to a one-
unit requirement; (2) that students be allowed to 
fulfill this requirement with any course in the Bible 
department for which they are qualified, such as 
comparative religion courses; and (3) that stu-
dents be permitted to fulfill this requirement at 
any point in their college career. 
Pass-Fail 
News also urges that Academic Council direct 
the proposed ad hoc Review Committee to con-
sider the following suggestions for a pass-fail sys-
tem to be instituted next year. Academic Council 
might then consider these reviewed proposals, and 
any others that might be offered up, in April , and 
vote on them in May. 
We propose: (I) that students of all classes be 
allowed to elect three courses per year outside 
their major on a pass-fail basis (2) that students 
be permitted to fulfill course and distribution re-
quirements in these three poss-fail units per year; 
(3) that there be no grade-average restriction on 
elect inf! pass-fail courses; ( 4) that letter grades be 
given throughout the term to all students and that, 
at the end of the semester. grades of students tok-
ing courses on poss-foil be transferred to "pass" 
or "foil" for the transcript by the Recorder; (5) 
that students be allowed two weeks in a course 
before declarinF? it as poss-fail , so they can make 
sure that it is the kind of course they want to elect 
as pass-foil: (6) and that only the Recorder be 
notified which students are electing poss-fail 
courses. 
We stress again our strong hope that Academic 
Council will meet next Thursday, and that it will 
see its way clear to establishing a Faculty-Student 
ad hoc Review Committee. Among other things, 
it might also consider the petition, rally, and above 
proposals. 
Ed. Note: The SEC-1'..:cws petitions were del ivered to Miss 
Adams last Thursday, March 2. The petition's cover letter and 
Miss Adams reply are printed below. 
Dear Fa(' ulty: 
With th is letter, we present $O you the S EC·News petitions. 
Drafted by members or the Student Educ·a t lon Committee and 
News state, the petitions l'irt ulated among students February 23· 
28. Over 1200 students haYe signed these petitions. These results 
dearly demonstrate widespread s tudent support for changing 
'Nellesley's present currit'ular requirements. 
The March 2 issue or News contains a partial lis ting of the 
signers. Those signers who supported only one of the petition's 
s pecifi(' proposals are listed separately. The few signers who re-
pla('ed the I>hrase, "qua li ty of education," in the petition's first 
senten('e 'with "system of educa tion" a re not listed separately. 
Readers of the petition s honlcl ('Onslder these phrases interchange-
able. 
Besides indkating conc·ern about Wellesley's total educational 
strueture, the petition advo<·ates two spefieic regulation changes: 
a rednc·tion in distri bution requirements a nd adoption of a volun-
tary, limited pass-fail program. Students have e ndor!led pl"Ompt 
implementation of these proposals in order that they may take 
effel'l next fall. 
We a re well aware, as you also a re aware, that Academic 
Count'il has, in the past. moved slowly to change its curricular 
regu lations. However, we feel that the S EC-Curriculum Commit· 
tee pass-fail dis<·usslons, SEC's open meeting on distribution re-
quirements, and propoals published in News this winter, have 
prepared the whole t·ommunl ty fo r c·ons idera tion of specific, de-
tailed resolu tions now. We offer you our cooperation to expedite 
the drafting of s ud1 resolu tions in the hope that they may be 
presented to A1·ademk Cou n('il a t its next meeting. 
Awaiting your response. we remain 
llespeC"ttully yours, 
Anne Rosewater '67 
Susan S prau '68 
Belle Huang '68 
Dear Misses Rose11·a ter, Sprau, a nd Huang: 
The Currkulum Committee of the W ellesley College Acade· 
mk Council met on Wednesday a fternoon, Ma rch 1. 
That Commi ttee voted una nimous ly that the students of Wei· 
lesley College be informed that the Currk nlum Committee fu lly 
intends to explore a ll possible means of fulfllllng the goa ls of a 
Wellesley educ·at ion {as dest ribetl on page 26 of the current cata-
logue) with a view to increasing the flexlbilty with whiC'h the r e· 
qnirements for the B.A. degree may be met. 
T he Commi ttee has a lso asked me to convey to the students 
of Wellesley College its request t hat any specific suggestions 
c·oncerning dis tribution requirements made by SEC or any ind!· 
vitlual student be sent to the pres ident's offiee for transmission 
to the Curric·ulum Committee. 
Yours very s incerely, 
Rut h M . Adams 
The Reader Writes 
Distribution . •• 
To the editor: 
Freshman Rooming The "non-demonstr ation" was splendid. Thanks to discernment , 
courage and humor especially on 
the par t of organizers a nd speak-
e rs, a situat ion has been discribed 
it terms t ha t show us it is real 
and in need ot improvement. Also 
many specific topics have been 
point out, a ll worthy of considera-
tion. What I like most about the 
forum. howc\'cr. is its cddential 
\'alue in another respect. It was 
a ~hining- instance of forthright-
1wss. 
young hearts leap at "a sound 
liberal educa tion"? F or another 
thing, we have let problems of 
numbers drive us int o m a king 
prom inent and intrica te and rigid 
a general formula for individual 
choices. A sad consequence is tha t 
we r isk discouraging and even af-
front ing out students. 
News would like to commend the administra-
tion for working with students to change its dis-
criminatory freshman rooming policies. We have 
long been concerned with these problems and re-
gret that Negroes have, in the past. been either 
deliberately roomed to~ether or given singles. 
Beca11se of complaints which arose last year 
when all Negro freshmen (Class of 1969) were 
roomed together, rooming policy was changed. 
Roominl? cards sent out last spring to the Class of 
1970 included an option to request a roommate 
with certain "interests. habits, or background." 
Unfortunritelv this added clause fa iled to resolve 
the ineouitie~ of freshman roomim!. This year 
eight out of the eleven Negro freshmen requested 
doubles. However, when "no white student re-
quested a Negro ... each entering Ne"To student 
was pl~ccd in a single." according to Miss Craw-
ford. Mrs. Melvin. and Mrs. Tenney. Clearly. the 
revised policy failed. 
This vear a committee consisting of Miss Craw-
ford . Mrs. Melvin, Mrs. Tenney, and the Vil Ju-
niors, was formed to draft a new policy. The com-
mittee eliminated the religious preference question 
of past rooming cards and changed the "back-
ground" clause. The rooming card now asks the 
freshman that she indicate any preference as to 
particular " interests. habit<>. background. race. re-
li gion" in her roommate. If she docs. she must 
also state her own habi ts, interests, etc. 
M rs. Ten ncv will use these cards to room Ne-
gro girls with whi te girls who ask for Negro room-
mates. And, if not enough white girls state a pre-
fe rence for a Negro roommate, M rs. Tenney stated 
that an entering NeQrO could be roomed wi th a 
white girl stating no preference. 
When News pointed out that Negro students 
questioned this new policy. Miss Crawford and 
Mrs. Melvin realized thev should have consulted 
Negro students as well a~ Vil Junior<;. The com-
mittee now plans to meet with Ethos. 
News sucgests that the committee ask incoming 
freshmen· to' indicate specific objection<;, as weil 
as preferences to a roommate wi th a particular 
race. re licion, or bC1ckcround. We commend the 
committee for its initia tive in policy modification 
and for its Proj)osed meetng wth Ethos. We hope 
it will continue ·to work toward a non-discrimina-
torv rooming policy. 
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Pl'rhaps that local sharle, :;\lather 
\ \.cll<'sl<'y, docs sometimes know 
hesl. Rut she should say so as 
SC'ldom as possible'. <'SP<'Cially to 
!)<'rsons nf such t>la n ns the non-
rlC'montra tor anci their fellow stu-
d<'nts. This point in th<' main one 
in my letter. I would like wry 
much a change in the ethos of re-
quir<'mcnt. I am for distribution 
in principle, though not mainly 
nut of any concern for B.A. can-
dir.<>ti.:-s individually, or for de-
pnrtments of this Colle~c. Distri-
bution, i.e. a certain competency 
and appreciation in a representa-
tive range of inquiries. does al-
most no one any harm; indeed i t 
can hardly fa il to do much plea-
surable good in the long run. Still 
my case for d istribution rests on 
other grounds : (al The world is 
full of marvels none of which 
should be neglected. {bl The quali-
ty of cont<'mµorary thought and 
life is alr<'ady impaired by intel-
lectual o\·er-specialization. Distri-
buted studies are one means of 
deft reflection; and they promote 
communication, mutual respect 
and agreement about social goals. 
All the same, there are ways 
and ways to accomplish distribu-
tion. We non-students have, I 
think, somehow t aken a way that 
is wrong in t one and attitude. For 
one thing, some of our language 
is at least m aladroit. Who wants 
to be "well-rounded"? How many 
Consider pg. 26-28 of t he cur-
rent Catalor.:-ue. Such caution! 
Such a dubious greeting to a sub-
freshman ! And such detail! "The 
curriculum provides a frame-work 
in which each student is invited 
t o construct . . . s he is expected 
to have demonstrated ... can use 
. . . will have shown herself caP-
ablc ... wil l ha\'c tested ... will 
have demonstrated ... is required 
... unless exempted, each student 
elects. . ." After that come ten 
requirC'ments. including those 
about distribution. The latter in 
particular remind me of insurance 
policies and income tax instruc-
tion. True, this part of the Cata-
lor.:-ue t\vice mentions individual 
interest, and it says that four years 
can be taken to meet requirements. 
Nc\·ertheless, t he net effect is 
more prescriptive, complicated and 
daun ting than anyone can seriously 
desire. 
Even in officialese, it must be 
possible to say in effect, "Welcome! 
Come! Follow your interests. In 
four years follow them irrto the 
three or four groupings of courses 
offered. Yes, there are two courses 
required. Beyond that we ask only 
that your studies have a certain 
spread as well as a specialization 
in a major." 
Lest readers think I am simply 
trying to catch flies with sugar 
instead of vinegar. I suggest the 
following changes: (a) A shift in 
idiom, from "a student must" to 
something like "do it your own 
way as m uch as you can." And 
from the abstract distribution 
specification on pg. 27 of the 
Cat alogue t o lists of courses by 
groups, preferably a little later in 
the booklet. (bl A shift in emphsis 
Continued on page three 
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Keynote Presents Artistically 
Outstanding Literary Creations ~~o Dad" Loses Macabre Impact 
by Penny Ortner '69 
Keynote - Winter '67 has come, 
bringing with it "such sights as 
youthful poets dream." The liter-
ary magazine, edited by Joan Man-
heimer '67, is a masterpiece. Key-
note's critic board must be highly 
commended for the selection of 
student and faculty work represen-
ted in this issue. 
The magazine's outstanding in-
novation is Kathleen Chaikin '67's 
"Fugue in C Minor." Also new is 
the poetry contribution by David 
Ferry, associate professor of Eng-
lish. 
Litf'rary Variety 
The staff has expertly integra-
ted the drawings and photographs 
with the literary selections. Karin 
Rosenthal '67's photographs are 
beautifully realistic studies. The 
pencil dra\\ing of a seated figure 
by Nathaniel Larl\bee, artist in 
residence, is a perceptive character 
analysis. 
Literary contributions range 
from the witty, satirical essay 
"Man, God, Nature, and Their In-
terrelationships in 'The Froggy' " 
by Ann Lambert '69 to the serious 
This Week's Placement 
Offerlngs 
Tuesday - National Shawmut 
Bank (Boston) 
New York University 1'fedical 
Center (New York City) 
Wednesday - Bronxvllle Pub-
lic Schools (BrooxvUle, N.Y.) 
Thursday - Lord fl Taylor 
(New York City) 
First National City Bank 
(New York City) 
• 
critical analysis of T.S. Eliot's 
"Movement Towards Meaning" 
\\Titten by Julie Kaufman '68. 
Lack or Short Storlt'S 
Of particular interest is Barbara 
Furne '69's poem "Cartesian." 
This, more than any of the poems 
represented, successfully unites 
form and meaning. 
The most noticeable deficiency 
in this Keynott" is the lack of short 
stories or prose fiction. The limited 
number of entries makes this ab-
sence even more obvious. 
The total composition of the 
magazine is clear and effecti\·e. 
The image of the doorway on the 
cover imaginatively leads the read-
er to the r(>alm of poetic and artis-
tic images within. It is only un-
fortunate that there are so few 
selections within. 
Reader Writes 
Co111i1111<•d from puf!e two 
and timing. Let freshmen rove 
and shop, as long as they elect 
courses from more than one group. 
Ask sophomores to have elected in 
three groups by the time they sign 
up for a major. Each sophomore 
and her major advisor should then 
figure out interesting unrl useful 
ways to take work outside the 
major. At this point the student's 
chosen program would have to be 
measurecl against some formal 
requirements such as those on pg. 
Z7. If serious conflicts then arise 
between her desires and the letter 
of the law, she could take her 
case to Ad Board or some com-
mittee, personally if possible, anrl 
argue the dlstributl\'e merits of 
by Kristin Elliott '67 
The Broadway play Oh Dail, 
Poor Dad, Mamma's Hung You in 
the Clost"t and I'm Fet"lin' so Sad 
is transformed into simple, light 
entertainment In the movie now 
playing at the Brookline Circle 
Theater. Despite the leads - Ros-
alind Russell as Madame Rose-
pettle, Robert Morse as her son 
Jonathan, Barbara Harris as the 
seductr<>ss Rosalie, and Jonathan 
Winters as the cleceas<'d Mr. Rose-
pettle - the movie fails to creah' 
a macrabre mood that leaves 
the viewer horrified with the 
theme of exaggerated Momism. 
The play lacked any viewpoint 
ur unifying element, the in-
explicably hostile furniture and 
ominous presence of pyrrhana fish 
More 
what she wants. 
A sense oC freedom, a sense of 
autonomy anrl recognition, is often 
all the freedom one wishC's. My 
proposals will not make happy 
those who shudder at science, or 
at lit; but theirs is u problem a 
moderate change in ethos will 
not meet. 
Sincerely, 
Ellen S. Haring 
professor of philosophy 
To the editor: 
Simultaneously asserted at Tues-
day's 'forum' were two blatantly 
contradictory statements. The first 
emphasized the students' difficulty 
in understanding the administra-
Co111i1111ed 011 fllll!I' six 
and Venus fly traps mysteriously 
worked in conjunction with Ma-
dame Rosepettle's philosophy that 
"life is a lie . . . , life is never 
funny." In attempting to unify 
and simplify the theme of the 
mother, who travels about the 
world with her 25-year-old thumb-
sucking and security blanket-
minded son, accompanied by her 
clead, stuffed husband, the movie 
creates a role for Mr. Rosepettle. 
His proddings and urgings in behalf 
of his son vs. the mother are often 
funny, often necessary to empha-
size that the proper response is 
rebellion leading to escape. 
Irony Lost 
In having everything explained 
narratively, however, the viewer 
misses any horrible ironies. By the 
conclusion of the movie, when Mr. 
Rnsepettle ad1ls the epilogu<' that 
this, after all, has just been "a 
simple tale of a mother's love for 
her son, a wholesome family pic-
ture, like Mondo Cane,'' the viewer 
feels that the simile is perhaps the 
most exaggerated part of the 
movie. 
Just as the narrator's ml<' tenrls 
to diminish the sense of imminent 
and important conflict betwren son 
;ind mo1her. 1hc Jamaican beach 
!>Clling, Aun1ie M:ime-i'h -;elling' 
and changes of clutht'S. and thl' 
James Bonclian driving music re-
pn•scnt an attempt to satisfy many 
movie clemamls. As a result, they 
cause' inappropriate responses 
that detract from th<> sheer horror 
of the "world behiml th<> closed 
door:· which author Kopil, a 1959 
graduate of Harvard, intended to 
Fast-talking your parents 
is the hard way 
to get to Britain. 
Fact-talk instead. 
with c:onviv1al British students. 
create. 
Seduction Scene 
Probably the funniest and best 
acted scenes are those between the 
Mamma's boy and his plump, vol-
uptuous seductress. With twitch-
ing lip, rolling eyes, and writhing 
hips, Barbara Harris almost con-
vinces Jonathan that escape from 
his mother's suffocating love is 
possible. Robert Morse's bumbling 
shyness combined with fascinat-
ing attraction for the sexual is 
touching and convincing. 
The picture seems an attempt to 
modify the tragic and emphasize 
the comic. The tragic potential is 
lessened by the insertion of the 
father's apology for his corpse's 
having fallen across Jonathan and 
Rosalie as they are making Jove, 
and Jonathan's smothering of 
Rosalie because he sees his moth-
er in her face. The comedy which 
emerges is necessarily lighter than 
that of the Broadway show, but 
therefore l~ss substantial; the 
viewer never feels Jonathan strug-
gling with an ambiguously evil-
goocl force in Rosalie. In attempt-
ing to satisfy both the demands 
for r>ity :ind laughter, the movie-
makcrs unfohunat<'ly forget to 
emphasize the horror of the situ-
ation. The picture is only mildly 
amusing and mildly upsetting. 
For the third time at 
Welleslc>y Collt>~e 
a t•iwtry re<'lt1Ll by 
PIERRE \ 'IALA 
Jewt>tt Auditoriunt 
l\lareh 22, 1967 
at 7 :SO Jt.m. 
Tell them exactly what your trip will cost. Our free book-
lets help you calculate it. 
One lists prices of organized student tours. They start 
around $650. If you want to travel on your own and take 
potluck on meeting people- which may be the most fun 
of all-add things 11p for yourself. 
And the booklets mention the fantasticully low cost of 
concert:-; and plays in Britain. You can sit n "the gods"-
galleries up near Heaw•n-for 75r. A lot of out<loor ·cnter-
tainment, like concerts an<l folk-singing, s free. 
Start with a charter flight if your school has one. Or sec 
our booklet on group flights, student ships, and the har-
gain airline. 
Add low costs for getting around Britain. Our booklets 
tell you about :3<'-per-mile buses and the rail-and-boat 
pass that takes you up to 1,000 miles for $:30. Consider 
hiking too. Wordsworth did. 
Multiply the number of your nights in Britain by cost 
of bed and breakfast or a room in a college residence hall. 
If you're hiking or biking, count on about 70¢ for youth 
hostels. At this rate you may be able to stay all summer. 
Allow about $1 a mecrl in London, less in the country. 
The booklets say which restaurants and pubs are popular 
Clip the c:oupon . A<ld everythiu~ up. And tell your 
parents :·011 c:an spend thi'> summer i11 Br tain for about 
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College __________________ _ 
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Cornell Conferees Consider Peace Plans 
by Helt!n Lynum '70 
At the National Student Confer-
ence on Viet Nam at Cornell, Feb. 
15-19, students asked the U.S. to 
pull out nf Viet Nam. Twelve stu-
dents, hov•ever, all supporters of 
the administration's policy, staged 
a walk-out in protest. 
Students considered proposals 
for U.S. foreign policy in Viet Nam. 
The Columbia Plan, adopted by 
a majority of the delegates, de-
manded immediate stoppage of the 
bombing, to be followed by a U.S. 
withdrawal. It further suggested 
that a political settlement of the 
war be pursued by lhe Vietnamese. 
with an international mediator. 
The Yale Plan called for only a 
gradual withdrawal of the U.S. 
from the war. It also supported a 
U.S. presence in the role of media-
tor at the peace talks. 
DPIPgates Sp<'ak 
Wellesley's delegates, Elaine 
Stein '68, Be\•erly Wright '70, Sue 
Ellen Tatter '68, and Rachel Gorn 
'69, felt that the primary reasons 
for endorsing the proposal were 
other than hopes for immediate 
change in U.S. foreign policy. 
"We were not concerned with 
whether the United States would 
accept the proposal. We felt it 
should rightfully be done. It was 
an expression of concern and dis-
avowal of present actions. Each 
day the war counteracts the aim 
of a free republic. Each day it does 
irreputablc damage. Nothing could 
be as bad as the situation is now 
with the bombing and destruction 
of the land," stated Sue Ellen. 
Guardian Angel? 
"The main difference between 
the two proposals is self-determina-
tion of the settlement by the 
Vietnamese. The proposal we voted 
for questions whether the Unit<'d 
States should be involved in the 
Continued on pai:e seven 
~,,w;ng ,, Uow, fl)';ng ,; We or shnply • 
gJthering \'iolet~, John Merer niceties make spirited 
c:ompanions. Fl.iwlessly tailored lo the rcry 
last dart, the 1·cry last se.1m. 
C.P.O. jJcket with ;i sJ/ty, imouci.int :iir $00. 
And hip-h;inger }cJn skirt $00. 
Lively convers.1tion pieces: the coin-buttonccf, 
meticulously stitched jacf..et $00. 
And hip-hanger s/Jcks with stO\'C'pipe legs-
no waistband, instead a sh.1pe-holding 
contour belt, brass-buckled $00. 
Piped tote bag $0. 
Piquant sailor hats $0. 
All in rich-textured cotton c.1rgo cloth. 
Part of the team: the short-sleeve checkerboard 
pd/over in silky-soft Durene• cotton $0. 
In colors meant for spring. 
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Boston Publications Cover 
Forum - News Demonstration 
by Barbara Scli/ain '69 
While Wellesley's coverage in 
the publications of "the outside 
world" is generally confined to 
reports on what its students are 
wearing or snide generalizations in 
national weeklies, on Wed., Mar. 1 
we did break into more serious 
print, as a result of the previous 
day's Forum on distribution re-
quirements. 
Both the Boston HE-raid and the 
Boston Globe reported the Found-
er's rally to their readers. The 
Herald devoted a conspicuous page 
three article and photograph to us, 
but then proceeded to stick its 
tongue irretrievably into its cheek. 
William Sonzski saw fit to devote 
nearly half of his article to de-




eol/ege plus vi/J/Js 
The most interesting, chalJeng-
ing, and rewarding positions go to 
the young woman who adds com-
plete secretarial training to her 
college education. 
Combine the Gibbs Special 
Course for College Women-8¥.l 
months-with your diploma, and 
be ready for a top position. 
Write College Dean for 




21 Marlborouah St., BOSTON, MASS. 02116 
200 Puk Ave., NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017 
33 Plymouth St., MOllTCLllR, N. J. 07042 
77 s. Ansell St., PROVIDENCE, R. I. 02905 
looked, in detail that would have 
brought joy to an editor of Wo-
man's \Vear Dally. 
"Bolshevik Auxiliary• 
"At first glance they looked 
like the Bolshevik Women's Auxil-
iary, in their Cur caps and high 
boots, conspiring beneath a lone-
some pine on the snow," begins the 
article. It then describes "pretty 
capitalist"; the hissing and cheer-
ing evokes "an outdoor Bogie film 
festival ... But no pop corn." 
After continuing in this vein 
(gathered . . . for nothing so 
frivolous as ski lessons or serious 
as a revolution"), the Herald even-
tually gets down to the reason we 
were there. Even the quotations in 
the article, however, are generally 
Continued on page si;;c 
How does 
WELLESLEY 
Rate on 'Beaut)J, 
Brains, Se* 
and Status? 
A frank poll of student editors 
in McCall'~ reveals-for becter 
or worse-the reputations 
stamped on 46 of our 
nation 's campuses. 
W'hich schools are the most 
square? ... the most liberal? 
Where will you find the prettiest 
girls? ... the dullest boys? 
On which campus do students 
do the most drinking? 
Where do they dress the 
sloppiest? Don't miss 
"WHAT THE 
COLLEGE CATALOGUES 
WON'T TELL YOU" 
in March 
McCall's 




Three undergraduate colleges offer students 
from all parts of the country an opportunity 
to broaden their educational experience 
by spending their 
Junior Year in New York 
New York University is an integral part of 
the exciting metropolitan community of 
New York City-the business, cultural, 
artistic, and financial center of the nation. 
The city's extraordinary resources greatly 
enrich both the academic program and the 
experience of living at New York University 
with the most cosmopolitan student body in 
the world. 
This program is open to students 
recommended by the deans of the colleges 
to which they will return for their degrees. 
Courses may be taken in the 
School of Commerce 
School of Education 
Washington Square College of Arts 
and Science 
Write for brochure to Director, Junior Year 
in New York 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
New York, N.Y 10003 
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ET Workshop: A F es ti val of Five Original Plays 
Preparation ... 
by Mary Enter/int! '70 
and Barbara Furnt! '69 
In a semi-darkened auditorium 
the director works "blocking the 
scene," teaching the actor to walk 
as hi n trance. Rehearsals are 
underway for an Experimental 
Theater production. 
Experimental Th<'ater-what is 
it? Nancy Hughes and Deborah 
Davis both '67, co-hl'ads of ET, see 
It as both an artistic and a practi-
cal experiment. 
'#\Ve try to present plays that 
have not often been presented, 
that haven't b<.>en proved," Debby 
explains, "but we look at them in 
another light, too, in tenns of the 
new experience that people are 
getting." According to Nancy, ET 
is a "learning experience" giving 
students "freedom to create." 
Original Plays 
ET will certainly have the op-
portuni ty to experiment when it 
presents the premieres of five ori-
ginal one-act plays written by col-
lege students at the Spring 
Workshop Festival on Fri. and 
Sat., March 10 and 11, at 8 p.m. 
in Jewett. 
Two of the plays are written 
and directed by Wellesley stu-
dents. Cheri Wooton '69 calls her 
piece, entitled Piny, "a satire on 
absurd theater. (It} describes the 
choice a girl must make between 
the fantasies of her mother and 
the seeming reality of her father." 
Truffles, Autos, PJan~. written 
and directed by Linda Riebel '67, 
concerns a girl who Linda des-
cribes as "an aging adolescent." 
"She has discovered alienation and 
is having all kinds of morbid 
fun making herself suffer, unfor-
tunately she is so successfully 
subtle that no one else notices 
it and all the pity she gets has 
to come from herself," Linda ex-
plains. 
Non-WelleiJley Plays 
The three remaining plays, dir-
ected by Wellesley students, mark 
the first time original works by 
non-Wellesley students have been 
presented by a Wellesley theater 
group. Ginny Hammonds '69, direc-
tor oC Deja \'u by Wayne H. Scott, 
Harvard '67, explains, "The plot is 
built on a duality in time and the 
theme is conceived by the director 
as the problem of personal com-
munication and identity." 
Susan Alexandl.'r '69 is direct-
ing two plays. Tour de Force by 
Gus Mngrinal, Jlarv::ml '69, is a 
on~act play for one actor about 
a writer \\ho must choose between 
his work and his w11mnn. SU.San 
descrihl!s Joan, hy Paul L. Gootzit, 
a student at Boston University, as 
"the trial of Saint Joan, with some 
new twists, absurd in style and 
highly experimental." 
First lntnpretallon 
The directors and actors in these 
plays cannot read what has been 
done before; they must create the 
roles, for theirs n1·e the first in-
terpretations. "All of thrsc plays 
have production problems and it 
will be interesting to sec if they 
can be worked out," Nancy com-
ments. The authors and directors 
will actually see "what works and 
what doesn't," and Nancy is sure 
that the resulting plays will differ 
widely from the original ones she 
read. 
Originally ET had envisioned a 
workshop similar to last year's, 
with students presenting scenes 
from plays. HO\Vcver, the five ori-
ginal plays were submitt<'d, and 
ET decided to prrscmt them. Debby, 
Nancy, and Mr. Paul Barstow, dir-
ector of the th<'atcr, hope this pol-
icy will !'ncourage others to ,.,,.rite 
plays. 
Arm of Barn 
ET differs from Barnswallows in 
that it is run entirrly by students, 
and its choic<' of plays is rssentially 
autonomom;. Yet, as Nancy ex-
plains, "ET is an arm of Barn, 
responsible to Barn"; thr heads of 
ET arc appointed mrmbers of the 
Barn Board, which must approve 
ET's choice of plays. 
Curiously, ET is older than Barn. 
When Mr. Barstow arrivl'd, Wel-
lesley had two theater groups, ET 
and a group which did musical 
comedies but which, according to 
Mr. Barstow ,"did not Jong survive 
under the purge which accom-
panied the Barstow regime." In its 
place Mr. Barstow established 
Barn. 
In a student-run ET production, 
Nancy emphasizes there is "no-
thing to fall back on; you can fail." 
Mr. Barstow, who directs the three 
Barn productions each year, will 
sit in on dress rehearsals and offer 
photos by 
Nancy Eyler '69 
suggestions only if he Is asked, and 
the sets are entirely designed and 
constructed by students. 
Production Problems 
"Our worst problems are not 
in the artistic, but in the bureau-
cratic", Debby explains. "We worry 
most about money." Theoretically 
ET is a self-supporting organiza-
tion, but usually it operates in 
debt. 
ET box office returns arc limited 
to a maximum of about $300 since 
the seating capacity of Jewett is 
only 324 and tickets sell for only 
about half as much as Barn's. Yet 
costs can run high. Debby, who 
directed A Taste of Honey earlier 
this year, remarks that Its royalty 
fee was $100. 
The workshop festivol diCCers 
from the other productions in that 
it is a "cut-rate" production, cost· 
ing nothing except for publicity. 
The directors are responsible for 
everything-even for the cost of 
having scripts duplicated. One 
play's script consisted of pieces 
of paper towel for a while. 
Casting: Males Want~ 
Casting presents yet another 
crisis. "Our basic problem is male 
actors," Debby explains. ET sends 
out 60 to 70 casting notices to local 
college theater departments and 
theater groups and to people who 
have appeared in Wellesley produc-
tions in the past few years. Yet 
casting, according to Nancy, is 
actually "a question of musical 
parts. Everyone who reads gets a 
part." 
Scheduling rehearsals can be 
especially tedious, as in the case 
of the workshop festival, whose 
rehearsal period is only two weeks. 
Normally, ET production rchear-
als are three week, and Barn pro-
ductions six weeks. ET shares Jew-
ett with the music department, 
with visiting lecturers, and, last 
week with the Dance Group con-
cert. 
ET: Excitement and Time 
Participating In an ET produc-
tion is as hard as doing a course," 
Debby declares, and both she and 
Nancy emphasize the amount of 
time they have to spend in ET. 
Yet, as Nancy explains, ET at-
tracts people as a result of "the 
excitement it generates," a spirit 
of experimentation unique to ET. 
... Action! 
A young director on the way up. 
Audience or actreaa? 
Page Six 
Reader Writes More 
Continued from page three 
tive implications of student's pro-
posals for academic changes. The 
technical problems Involved in 
bringing about the changes sug-
gested by students, it was argued, 
could not be fully understood by 
the students. Secondly, students 
were urged to consider those tech-
nicalities and problems which they 
could not understand in drawing 
up their proposals. 
The contradiction is obvious. Its 
resolution, It seems to me, requires 
us to present our proposals hon-
estly as student proposals, since 
the student's viewpoint is the only 
one we can honestly and accurate-
ly represent. To compromise that 
honesty, as I foe! students did by 
attempting to anticipate faculty 
reaction In the car proposal sub-
mitted to Academic Council, is to 
subvert the meaningfulness of stu-
dent action. Students have the ob-
ligation to present their own posi-
tion clearly, honestly and openly; 
If we are Idealistic then the Posi-
tion presented should reflect that 
Idealism. Leave the faculty and 
administrative positions for the 
faculty and administration to de-
fine. That's their obligation. 
Sincerely, 
Jane Levin '67 
To the editor: 
Among several fundamental is-
sues mentioned at the Forum held 
Tues., Feb. 28 in Founder's park-





one touched by one girl's hasty 
request for moderation In our dis-
cussion of distribution require-
ments. Actually, it would be ex-
tremely foolish of us to avoid mak-
ing any radical requests and sug-
gestions-now Is the time to do 
just that. 
It has been apparent that the 
protesting students and the pro-
testing "voice" of the administra-
tion have often lined up, not on 
different sides of the same fence, 
but behind different fences al-
together. We students hope to see 
our specific reconstructive sug-
gestions put into practice and to 
strengthen and enlarge our field 
of resporu;ibilities with the College; 
the. administration seems to, by 
trying to persuade us to refrain 
from Immature destructiveness 
that is not only unseemly but also 
blind to the regular and rational 
procedures of change by which 
Wellesley operates. In such a situ-
ation it is not remarkable that one 
side should see "moderation" as ra-
tionality and practicality and "ra-
dicalism" w; wild-eyed utopianism 
while the other considers "radical'; 
action to be specific innovation and 
"moderation" to be sitting tight 
and sitting quiet. 
However, the fundamental issue 
here is not any rat's nest bf seman-
tic confusion but the strong chance 
that we will be lulled into silence 
by requests for "moderation." I 
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1 HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING I 
I Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Enga e I 
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder both ~0; j only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful "'4-page Bride's Book. I 
I Name·~--------------~ I Address I 
City I 
I State ip I 
~E~s~ ~~N~1~. ~x~. SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202, I 
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NLF States Position ..• 
our suggestions concerning the 
curriculum, but that in our at-
tempts to deal realistically with 
committees and councils wc could 
be forcing down excellent proposals 
because they are "immoderate." 
What's wrong with being radi-
cal? Assuming that we are willing 
to take responsibility for setting 
forth sound suggestions, there is 
no reason to shrink from any pa-
tronizing accusations of 'immodera-
tion" from other students or from 
any members of the administration 
or faculty. We are responsible for 
inten!gent questions and proposals, 
and the administration in its turn 
should be expect(>d to responsibly 
answer those questions and discuss 
those proposals with us without 
taking cover behind one more ex-
planation of what the present sys-
tem is and how it was voted In. We 
know what the present system is; 
we would like to know why it 
should not be changed. 
To do away with most or all of 
the distribution requirements, for 
example, are proposals with sound 
bases ln experience and, hopefully, 
in theory. They would not neces-
sarily make a chaos of our liberal 
arts education, demoralize the 
community, besmirch the Welles-
ley image, wipe out gracious Jiv-
ing, or take paint off the walls; 
nor would we want them to. We 
wish to improve the intellectual 
opportunities available at Wel-
lesley, and it would be unfair of 
the administration and faculty to 
avoid open and definite discussion 
of our specific suggestions by pat· 
ting us on the head and murmur· 
ing that we are in danger of acting 
like petulant children. And it 
would be much worse if we did it 
to ourselves. We have more than 
Continued from page o~ 
punishment for the death of a 
German officer, the Nazis shot to 
death all the inhabitants of Li-
dice, set fire to the city, and bull-
dozed the remains out of existence. 
In comparison, the Front cites, 
the fate of Phuonf Dinh village, 
described by FP A, French Press 
Agency, on March 21-24, 1966: 
"The Phuong Dinh village, 22 kilo-
m~tres south of Chu Lai, now 
exists only on staff maps. It was 
razed under a deluge of fire to-
gether \\.ith two other villages sub-
jected to operation "Texan" con-
ducted by three battalions U.S. 
Marines. Not even a single tree 
was spared by American shells. To 
the north and at the edge of the 
vlllage, a rice field was turned Into 
a charnal house. Scores of putri-
ficd corpses were throw pell-mell 
10 inches deep into muddy water. 
Not even one human being was 
alive In the village. Neither woman 
nor children were found there." 
Pacification 
Commenting on the widely-pub-
licized pacification program of the 
U.S. and Saigon governments, 
enough "moderation" bred into us 
already. 
Catherine Reisman '67 
To the editor: 
Mrs. Putnam wrote to N~ws as 
a moralist; I write as an economist. 
Wellesley College is a productive 
enterprise, combining various in· 
puts (the services of faculty, staff, 
plant, and equipment) to provide 
a service for sale to consumers. 
Wellesley's particular educational 
service competes with those pro-
duced by other institutions, and 
with all other goods and services. 
Continued on page eight 
Pham characterized it as a system 
of concentration camps designed to 
overcome the will of NLF sup-
porters to resist. "Whether call,5!rl 
agrovilles, strategic hamlets, or 
pacification," Ph am asserted. 
"these programs spring from the 
same consideration-that the guer-
rillac; live and work among thC' 
population." 
Comparing the NLF forces to 
fish in water, Pham continued, "To· 
get rid of the guerrillas, they <U.S. 
military) scoop out the water and 
catch the fish. Without the water, 
the fish would Inevitably die. What 
they fail to understand is that the 
water itself contains fish." 
Boston Papers . .. 
Continued from page four 
tempered by descriptions such as 
"an attractivC' young lady In the 
crowd, her eyes wide in mock fana-
ticism." The article also appears to 
have reported every humorous 
thing said and the reactions pro-
voked, but devotes a mere six lines 
to some of the more serious ideas 
expressed. 
If the Globe rated our news-
worthiness as page 14, they did 
not dismiss us as cavalierly as 
the Herald. If the Globe failed to 
capture the nature of the Founders 
Forum, It was because he obviously 
Celt it was outweighed in import-
ance by the Issues at stake. 
The article quoted Leslie Pick-
dering '67's argument for "indepen-
dent judgment" and greater lndi· 
vidual responsibility, Hillary Rod· 
ham '69's reminder that "it's om 
classes that are being affected by 
the restrictive curriculum," Holly 
Knox '68's condemnation of the 
science requirement, where "coer-
cion breeds contempt." 
Examining pro<luce in an open·air marketplace 1n li\hon is one way to broaJcn one's knowl-
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March 9, 1967 
Petition Attacts NSA Censure 
As Student Misrepresentation 
Attimdance _at two meetings 
which "seemed willing to enter-
tain only one point of view" pro-
voked the anger and prompted the 
action of Susan Conard and Liza 
Furlong, both '70. The two girls 
are circulating a petition in the 
dormitories to "vigorously protest 
the censure of the NSA by the 
Wellj!sley College Student Govern-
ment as an action unrepresentative 
of the entire student body." 
Susan feels that, while the Sen-
ate proposal was signed by the Col-
lege Government, and not by the 
student body, and therefore does 
not need to represent a student 
view, such a signature implies 
the concensus of the student body. 
She stated, "A proposal signed by 
the College Government implies 
that it is student opinion, when, in 
this case it isn't at all, I don't 
think." 
In Defense of NSA-OIA 
The petition, then, is to deter-
mine how many students do dis-
agree with the Senate action taken 
last Thursday. It states that the 
signers consider the CIA justified 
under the circumstances, that the 
CIA had the "best interest of the 
Business Stan Try-outs 
Do you have executive tend-
encies? Prefer the Madison 
Avenue approach? Join News 
aa a circulation, business or ad-
vertlsln~ staff member. Oppor-
tunity for advancement 15 great, 
and the chance for a say la the 
aew edJtodal policy ls tempting, 
now, isn't it? Call Susan Sprau 
at 281-154-i. 
U.S. in mind," and that the NSA 
was not restrained or inhibited by 
the USC of the CIA funds." 
The signers of the petition fur-
ther ur~e that Wellesley "remain 
a member or NSA, in hopes of 
strengthening the organization, 
and developing its as a forum for 
dissent and discussion of ideas 
among American students." 
Will Shadow Censure 
Susan indicated that the coun-
ter-petition, if unable to halt the 
Senate censure, will follow it. It, 
too, will then be sent to national 
and regional heaquarters of the 
NSA, the CIA, and representative 
congressmen and newspapers. 
As the petition is still circula-
ting, it is rlifficult to determine the 
number of students who have at-
tested to the proposal that Senate's 
action was "unrespresentative of 
the entire student body." 
Sophomore 'major meetings 
will take place Tuesday and 
Wednesday evenings, March 14 
and 15 in Billlags. 
Department cbalrmen will 
lead discussions abou.t majoring 
in their field. Several senior 
majors wlll also be on hand to 
answer questions. 
Departments w i 11 stagger 
their meetlags so that sopho-
mores may attend several dis-
cussions ea.ch evening. A speci-
fic schedule of department 
meetings is published in the 
Weekly Bulletin. 
Tues. March 21 
IDfo Bureau lost and found sale. 
Claim your articles before then. 
Reserved Performances, Guaranteed Seats 
3 SHOWINGS DAILY 
4 SHOWINGS SAT. & SUN. 
4 WEEKS ONLY, STARTING WED., MARCH 22 
ASTOR THEATRE 
Tremont at Boylston, Boston 
WELLESLEY NEWS Page Seven 
Cornell Conferees Consider Peace Plans ... 
Continued from page four 
peace settlement if self-determina-
tion is to occur. It is a question 
of whether the United States 
should be a guardian angel," said 
Elaine. 
Sue added that "at best the 
proposal is not the most realistic, 
but it is the fastest and most ad-
vantageous !or the United States 
and the Vietnamese." Both girls 
expressed the hope that the resolu-
tion woulrl cause a greater inter-
est of college students and the 
general public in Viet Nam. 
Atmn11phcre oC Sincerity 
Elaine and Sue Ellen have definite 
opinions concerning the sincerity 
of the students at the conference. 
According to Sue Ellen, "one of 
the most valuable parts of the con-
ference was meeting others with 
solid convictions. However, there 
was a balance between convictions 
and reason." 
Elaine felt that "the atmosphere 
of the convention was incredible. 
The delegates were knowledgeable 
about Viet Nam. The enthusiasm 
and dedication enabled us to de-
bate about Viet Nam. The enthusi-
asm and dedication enabled us to 
debate Viet Nam continuously for 
four days." 
Variety of Opinion 
The Wellesley delegates stressed 
the efforts of the conference spon-
sor, the executive board of Cor-
nell's Student Government, to ob-
tain speakers with a variety or 
opinions of the war. 
"Having to draw up what was a 
responsible resolution made us 
very critical of our own views. It 
emphasized the !!Omplexity of the 
problem, and strengthen the 
idea that we really have to find a 
solution to the war," declared 
Elaine. 
In th<? future the Wellesley de-
legates plan to have a campus-
Wide referendum on both the Yale 
and Columbia resolutions. 
THE mLTON HOTEL CORPORATION HAS 
ANNOUNCED SPECIAL COURTESY RATES 
TO FULL-TTME STUDENTS AND FACULTY 
MEMBERS. THE SAVINGS IS AT LEAST 
25% COMPARED TO REGULAR GUARAN-
TEED RATES. • 
MOST HTL T('N HOTBLS ACROSS THE 
COUNTRY ARE INCLUDED IN THE STU-
DENT-1FACULTY PLAN. 
Additional information and a Hilton Student-
Faculty Card can be ol>tained by Sending your 
name and campus address to: 
KEMPTON KOCHA 
College Repre~entative 
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Continued from page six 
Consumers choose to buy, or not to 
buy, a Wcllcslcy College education 
by weighing its opportunity costs 
(things they can't buy if income 
is committed here plus income not 
earned while b<!ing a student) 
against its b<!ncfits (present and 
future.I In making this choice, 
consumers gain H the producer de-
fines its output clearly. Wellesley 
describes its \"ersion of "a sound 
liberal education" on page 26 of 
the current catalogue. Mrs. Put-
nam's concern with freedom ovl:'r-
looks the fact that the college 
cannot coerce anyone into buying 
its output. 
In any productive enterprise 
there are diffcrcnt ways of turning 
out the output; various production 
functions exist. Much of the pro-
duction function currently used at 
Wellesley is rlescribed on pg. 27 to 
29 of the catloguc. The student 
petition to alter distribution re-
quirements is explicitly a request 
to alter the production function, 
not the output. It may imply dis-
satisfaction with the output also. 
The Curriculum Committee's reply 
reaffirms the definition of output 
but does not support the existing 
production function. Although the 
nature of the particular serv1ce-
what constitutes a Wellesley Col-
lege education-is not immutable, 
it cannot b<! determined by stu-
dents because they are not pro-
ducers. Tht?y can provide useful 
data to decision-makers, and the 
college might even try a little mar-
ket research. Students can, how-
ever, help determine how the col-
lege shouM produce, not for the 
moral reasons cited by Mrs. Put-
nam, but on the purely technical 
grow1ds that the output dascrib<!d 
by the producer will not in fact 
result without student participa-
tion and cooperation. 
As long as the current discussion 
continues, may I urge people to 
distinguish b<!tween suggestions t~ 
alter the output and proposals to 
change the production (unction? 
And may I also ask them to consi-
der the place of the college in the 
market a generation from now? 
What competitive sellers will there 
be, and what will be their output? 
Whnt will W~llesley have to of-
fer? Will it survive the competi-
tion? 
Sincerely, 
carolyn S. Bell 
professor of economics 
To the editor: 
In view of the opportunity pre-
sented by the current controversy 
over the Wellesley curriculum, I 
would like to offer some specific 
opinions and criticisms of one 
course in particular-Bible 104, re-
quired for sophomores. 
In talking with other sopho-
mores, I have found that very few 
girls actually enjoy the course, for 
several reasons. The classes arc 
large and for that reason tend to 
be unstimuluting. Also, many of 
the students are apathetic, as Bible 
is not of consuming interest to 
WBSTOPTEN 
1. The Beatie<! "Strawberry 
Fields Fore\"cr" 
"Pennylane" 
2. The Rolling Stones "Let's 
Spend the Night Together" 
S. DIDonne Warwick "Alfie" 
(.. Johnny Rivers "Baby I 
Need Your Lovin'" 
5. The Blue )fagoos "Thetc's a 
Chance We Can :\lake It" 
6. The 4 Tops "Bernadette" 
7. The Bucldnghnms "I Call 
Your Name" 
8. Shorty Lonf;' "Chantilly 
Laee" 
9. lUlcky Dalenz "Don't Do It" 
10. The Young Rascals "l''lte 
Been Lonely Too Long" 
Voice Your Choice on 
Tuesday at 4:00 
You f>ick the Hit! 
More 
them. Coupled \Vith this feeling of 
general apathy, is (in most sec-
tions) a rather large load of out-
side reading, much o! which is in 
the library where only a limited 
number of the required books arc 
available. While I find the course 
by no means entirely worthless, 
the fact that it takes up two en-
tire terms or my education, which 
I feel could definitely be spent in 
something more interesting and 
useful to me, detracts somewhat 
from its :tl'['cal. 
I see no concrete reason for its 
necl:'ssity to the stucfont; if the 
college feels that it is imperali\'c 
for the Wellesley graduate to have 
some knowledge of th~' bases of 
religion, why not a rl'quired Ameri-
can ~m·ernment cou l'St' so she' 11 
ha\'e a knowledge of politics? Il 
seems to me that religion. like 
politics, is up to the indi\'idual. I 
have also heard reporlc; al.lout the 
Bible History requirl'ment being 
"in the college chartl'r"; if this 1~ 
true, then I think it's aoout time, 
in 1967, the college reviewed its 
1875 charter. A Bible major once 
told me that the deans of the 
coll<>gc feel it is a necessary course 
because the rest of the faculty can 
teach their courses on a different 
level, knowing that all their stu-
dents have had Bible 104. I find 
this hard to b<!Heve since the 
course is taught so differently 
from s<'ction to section. 
Furthermore, granted that all 
sophomores must tnkc it, it seems 
to me unfair that the course should 
differ so much from section to sec-
tion. Not only are there greatly 
differing workloads, but also 
greatly differing grading systems. 
In some sections a "B" grade is 
more or less guaranteed. It is un-
just that arbitrary placC'ment due 
to one's schedule should mean 
one girl has to spend more time 
and possibly get a lower grade 
than another girl. Even if one is 
(idenlly) unconcerned with the 
grade, the dHference in workload 
can certainly be a factor. 
Apparently the abolishment of 
Bible 104 has been attempted be-
fore, but was not approved. If 
there is some impregnable reason 
for its continuation, I think there 
are improvements that could b<! 
made. It could be counted as ful-
filling a requirement in either li-
terature or history. It could be re-
duced to one term and the stu-
dent could choose Old or New 
Jimmy's 
RESTAURANT 
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Testament, or it could be changed 
to a mere reading of the Bible, 
which I feel is its main worth 
anyv;ay, with discussion among 
studcnts based on the professor's 
commentary. If the requir<?mcnt 
mu'it be mnintaincd, it seems to 
me that it could be changed to 
allow for a choice of courses with-
in the Biblical History D<?partmrnt. 
As I sec it, RiblC' 104 is no of 
ultimate importance to my high-
er education, and if Wellesley Col-
lege feels that it is, then I think 
great im1>ro•·cmC'nt could ancl 
should be undertaken in the pre-
sent status of thl' course. 
Sincerely 
Marny Riehl '69 
P.S. 
Th<' basis for the lecture course 
rC'quiremcnt is actually farcical . I 
"l'xemptcd" llc>ll<'nic Hcritag<' by 
reading the required oo>ks o\'cr 
the summer. and thl'reforC', oh\'i-
r.usly didn't obtain the \'aluable ex-
pC'riencc gained from participating 
in a large lecture course. In light 
of this, why such a requin•ml•nt; 
To the editor: 
We the sturlents intercsted in 
science at Wellesk•y Collegr feel 
that we too have a right to voice 
an objection to the major distri-
bution requir<'ments. In th<' up-
surge of fe<>ling expressed at the 
open meeting, dissntisfaction was 
directed rather pointedly at the 
sciC'nce rC'quiremcnts, portraying 
hl>cral arts majors as the under-
dogs o( the scientific re\'olution. 
However, have you. the m;1Jority, 
considered the Jot of those com-
mi tt<>d to this revolution? While 
you must take 4 units in our dis-
ciplines, we take 14 units of yours. 
While you "compete" with a class 
composed of less than 10 per cent 
science majors in beginning science 
course's, we contend with 90 l><'r 
cent of you in our liberal arts 
courses. In addition to this burden 
of nonscience courses, and the 8-
12 requirements in our majors, we 
have to pass upper level chemistry, 
physics and math courses. Our 
majors arc highly structun.>d and, 
b<!cause or the hours devoted to 
laboratory, we have little choice 
in all our other courses, as not 
many fit into our programs. TherC'-
fore, we would like to suggest that 
ELMS HOUSE 
637 Washington St. 
young men (dates) one night 
$5.00 two nights $8.00 plus tax 
CE 5-2274 
(formerly used as a dormitory) 
We Mail 
ANYWHERE 
In The World 
WELLESLEY 
GOURMET 
27 Clrove Str~t 
237-1450 
·-
in debating the curriculum at the 
College, discussion should be kept 
at a general level, allowing for 
the interest of all segments o! the 
population. In addition, people who 
have not taken a course in which 
math is really necessary in under-
standing" thC' material, and do not 
fully appreciate the aims of a uni-
fielcl intrl)(luctory course to the 
sciences, should reconsicler their 
criticisms uf Physics 100. 
Sincerely, 
Elaine \\'oo '67 
Rochelle Cooper '68 
Sharon Smith '68 
Sandy Shaw '68 
Rosalind Greenl><.>rg '68 
Carolyn Pratt '68 
Helen Dennis '68 
Lorie Brush '68 
Huali Chai '69 
Rosamond C. Putnam '67 
Judy Harte '68 
Acla Caldwell '67 
Ronni Slangier '67 
Sarah Snell '68 
Lorna Boyajian '67 
Nancy Beyer '68 
Carolyn T. Wilson '68 
Stoncy \\'iske '68 
Mary Charlson '69 
l\Iargaret Cross '67 
Cathy Bowman '69 
Kathi Johnstone '68 
Susnn \\'right '6i 
Carolin<' Compton '68 
\folly Dinsdale '68 
To the l:'ditor: 
Thc poster annnuncing the 
Founders parking lot ·rurum' had 
a notation in large k'tll•rs: ".Man-
datory." The etymology of this 
word is the Lalin verb which 
means "to command." It can thus 
b<! defined as "COn\'eying a com-
mand from a superior, obligatory, 
required." 
In other words, they required at-
tendance at a meeting to abolish 
requirt'mC'nl. It is like a form of 
primitiv:? magic or exorcism. using 
IlC'Clzcbub to cast out clevilc;, or 
using reason to destroy rcnson 
_, --
SKIN AND SCUBA 
DIVING LESSONS 
Complete Ba.c;ic Course 
E\'ening Cla.'!scs 
All f~qul1>ment Furnished 
Qualified Instructors 
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9:35 
Independence of mind? Origin-
ality? or contradiction? 
E. L. Lacheman 
professor of Biblical history 
P.S. By the wny, which authori-
ty decided that it was mandatory? 
Senate's Censure 
Continued from pa.~e 0111• 
March 8. 
Next, Sue Ellen Tatter '68 n•-
porled on Cornell's Viet Nam Con-
ference. AU four representatives 
from Wellesley who attend1.'<l sign-
NI, as individuals, a proposal which 
ach"ocates immediate withdrawal 
of military forces from Viet Nam. 
t Sec p. 4 for N cws' interview with 
these rcprnscntativcs. l 
Senate also approved deletion ot 
Sl'Ctiuns VII A, B (JlJl. 37-81 from 
th~· Grc>y Book. Tlwse sections con-
c1.•rn prorluctions of student organi-
zations. 
Du<' to tack of time. Senate rlc-
ferrl'd discussion ni SEC's request 
for all-campus ekctions until its 
!ll'Xt meeting. 
Bul•'t Sell? 
New11 ("lasslfted ads are more 
likely to get results than a notf' 
In the El Table! Ads should be 
tyJ>ed, and must be r«eived In 
the News office by noon on 
!'llonday In order to appear In 
that week's Issue. Rates are 
only $1.50 for SO words. 
Community Playhouse 
Wdk•slcy Hills CE<lar a-0047 
Evenings at 7 :45 
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